2005 nissan altima headlight

Some Nissan Altima models feature HID headlights, which require professional installation due
to their higher voltage charge. Other Altima models utilize halogen bulbs which can be replaced
without professional assistance. To change the the halogen headlight light bulbs on your
Nissan Altima, you must first remove other components under the hood. Open the vehicle's
hood and secure it using the prop bar. Use a wrench to disconnect the negative black battery
cable from the battery. The negative cable is connected to the battery terminal marked with a
minus - sign. Access the headlight located on the driver side of the vehicle by removing the air
box. Access the headlight located on the passenger side of the vehicle by removing the coolant
overflow bottle. To remove the air box, first remove the mounting bolt connecting the air box to
the fender and move the top up and out of the way. Remove the air filter, and then remove the
air dam by popping it off the fasteners holding it in place. You now can remove the air box. Turn
the plastic cap counterclockwise to unlock the low beam bulb socket from the headlamp, and
then disconnect the electrical connector from the back of the assembly. The low beam is the
outboard light on either side of the car. Remove the old bulb from the socket and insert the new
bulb. Do not touch the actual bulb, just the base. Reconnect the wiring assembly to the bulb
socket and then reassemble the components removed to access the headlight. Mindi Orth
began writing in as a technical writer for a consulting firm. She has experience in business
documentation and has authored training and instructional materials. Step 1 Open the vehicle's
hood and secure it using the prop bar. Step 2 Access the headlight located on the driver side of
the vehicle by removing the air box. Step 3 Turn the plastic cap counterclockwise to unlock the
low beam bulb socket from the headlamp, and then disconnect the electrical connector from the
back of the assembly. Step 4 Remove the old bulb from the socket and insert the new bulb.
Haynes; Altima owners report that up to a basketball-size hole develops under the floor mats
where the floor pan metal rusts through. Still, motor mounts should not break! So how do you
find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your
time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find
something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page.
Add Complaint. November 14 , vehicles recalled Nissan Altima -- on certain passenger vehicles
equipped with a 2. If the interruption in the signal from the crankshaft position sensor is so brief
that the electronic control module ECM logic does not have time to diagnose the condition, the
engine may stop running without warning while the vehicle is driven at a low speed increasing
the risk of a crash. Dealers will reprogram the ECM free of charge. Certain my Altima which have
been previously remedied under recall campaign 06V Nissan R are not included in this recall
since the reprogramming for 06V also included this reprogramming. The recall began on
December 31, Owners may contact Nissan at Misalignment of the lights diminishes frontal
illumination which could result in a vehicle crash. Genera will notify owners and offer to
repurchase the noncompliant lamps. The recall began on October 25, Owners can contact
genera at When headlights are on lowbeam at night you can hardly see where you are going. I
am very uncomfortable with this. There should be a recall for this. You will be seeing another
complaint here again from me if this should cause an accident. High beam light casts a strong
beam of light straight up to the sky. This was a distraction and dangerous. At all times the high
beams were visible to objects feet above the vehicle. I purchased a new Nissan Altima the first
time I drove the car at night and turned on the low beam headlights, I noticed that the lights
projected far less than I had been used to in the Altima or even the Subaru that we have. Driving
at night is scary, uncomfortable and most certainly dangerous. My wife, the second driver in our
family, noticed the problem, as did a neighbor. I contacted the dealer and manufacturer to no
avail. Nissan issued me a reference complaint no. They said that there was no problem and that
it just may be the design. The design! The service departments close at night so that is a very
remote possibility. I asked if they could recommend after market bulbs that I, at my own
expense, could have installed. They offered no advice. These headlamps are a real danger to all
night drivers especially elderly drivers. This is a an imminent or even fatal danger. An accident
waiting to happen! I sincerely hope you will investigate this dire situation and I pray no lives are
lost in the mean time. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Complete
Repair in One Purchase - Stop searching for parts individually and complete your repair with a
single purchase of a customized kit or set from DIY Solutions. High-Quality Parts from Trusted
Brands - DIY Solutions' kits and sets are selected from the best automotive brands and include
hard-to-find and even obsolete parts you may need for your vehicle. Guaranteed Fit - DIY
Solutions ensures its selected parts are quality-tested to guarantee fit and function. For more
information, go to This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. In the event this item
should fail due to manufacturing defects during intended use, we will replace the part free of
charge. This warranty covers the cost of the part only. Created on: Watch this video to learn
how to replace and service the headlight assembly and bulbs on your Nissan Altima. This item

may be interchangeable with parts from other brands with the above part numbers. This
information is provided only for reference and does not guarantee that the item you are
purchasing is identical to parts with part numbers from the brands listed above. To confirm that
this item fits your vehicle, use the above "Check Vehicle Fit" option. Not all parts are the perfect
fit. Enter your Vehicle and we'll confirm fit, or help get you to one that will. Orders ship same
day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout.
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. If your vehicle isn't listed, search Headlight
Assemblies. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. Clear vehicle X. Year Make
Model. Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Headlight Assemblies.
Add to Cart. Loading Delivery Options. Delivery options for:. Estimated Arrival Cost Finalize
your delivery options in checkout. Brand : LHT Frequently bought together. Vehicle Fit. Lifetime
Warranty This item is backed by our limited lifetime warranty. Shipping is not available to a P.
How to Replace Headlights Nissan Altima Created on: Watch this video to learn how to replace
and service the headlight assembly and bulbs on your Nissan Altima. Remove the 10mm bolts
from the headlight Pull the headlight out Disconnect the headlight wiring harness. Install the
new grommet if needed Reconnect the wiring harness to the headlight Line up the bolt holes on
the headlight bracket to the bolt holes on the vehicle Replace the 10mm bolts into the headlight
Test the headlights. Lift the bumper cover over the impact foam and into the clip underneath the
headlamp Tighten the 10mm screws into the bumper on both sides Tighten the 10mm screws
underneath the bumper on the splash shield Press in the clips to the splash shield Press on the
six clips to the top of the grille. Watch video. Check Vehicle Fit. Fits these Makes Nissan.
Product Reviews. Love my new head lamps!! I was pleasantly surprised by the easy transaction
and fast shipment and beautiful new head lamps. Great company to do business with and great
product. Nissan Altima Headlights Replacements. Larry A. These are great headlights, they are
well made and the value is a true deal. They came is a short amount of time, easily installed
after watching the You Tube video from A-One Auto. I also had tail-lights from A-One Auto,
another great deal. The car looks like new again. It's enjoyable to be-able to see again at night
and know I'm safer on the road. To tell the truth, they are better then original factory installed.
Good Product. Installation was quick and easy. Illumination is a great. It's a very good product.
Quality product, easy install! I was very pleased with the quality of these headlights. Installing
them was a snap because of the YouTube video showing how to install them from 1A Auto. Very
well done gentlemen! I knew what to expect before attempting the install job. Had them installed
in a hour. Fit perfectly, just as original Nissan equipment would, easy to install. Would by from
1A auto again. Great replacement and price!! I bought these for my 05 Altima and it made a huge
difference. Easy enough install and the video helps also to see where that one hidden bolt or
screw is lol. Nice clean look when done and lights look more powerful than before. They have
adjusters on them also. Shipping was fast and packaging was nice and secure. I will gladly tell
others about here. These pre-assembled headlight kits are great. They're basically
plug-and-play, and you can't beat the price. Thank you. The product looks good and I appreciate
the new bulbs that came with it. My mechaanic had no problem with the installation. Its afine
product for the price. New car look at a reasonable cost! This is actually the second set of
headlights that I have purchased from 1A for a similar modeled 04 Altima. After trying to polish
out the cloudy old headlights with everything from tooth paste to costly polishes sold at auto
parts stores, I just decided to replace them. I was gobsmacked when I checked the dealer cost
for these. Replacing these required the removal of the front bumper of the car, however the
tutorial videos they provide made the DIY job less intimidating to tackle. This set also came with
the main headlamp bulb which also saved having to go buy a halogen bulb. I have been pleased
so far. Great quaility. Came with the bulbs too. I like that. Fit just like the original. Right parts,
shipped quickly. I needed a pair of headlight assemblies for an '06 Altima. Their installation
videos offer a wealth of information. With the help of the excellent how-to video replacing these
was a snap. It only took about an hour and they look great. They even came with new bulbs!!
Showroom Look. Due to a broken adjustor screw on the drivers side original headlight, I decide
to replace both with after market from 1A. With their video showing how easy this is to do, I took
on the job myself and completed it in about 2. The new headlights look like the original when
the car was new and they contained all the bulbs so no swapping out. I had one part on the new
passenger headlight that created a fast blink, but instead of sending it back for replacement, I
pulled the part off of the original headlight and it fixed the problem. Overall a great value and a
plus showing how to easily install on their video series. Thanks 1A! I would recomend this
products because they are made of good quality. Video was extremely helpful. Headlights fit

perfect and come with wiring harness and new bulbs. Unplug old harness and plug in new. Nice
additional touch was the kit including new mounting bolts. Old ones were actually ok but
sometimes they get rusty. I installed a pair of headlights on an 06 accord the same day,
purchased from a different supplier. Less expensive but no wiring harness, bulbs or bolts. A
couple of the bulbs were discolored when I pulled them so they needed replacing. Ended up
costing more in the long run. Should have used the A1 package. Live and learn. Great service!
The parts came quickly, as promised. The parts were an exact fit. The video from 1A made the
installation possible. It was not easy, but doable. Great vendor. Great Price and Easy
Installation. Along with getting a great price on my headlights, their installation video showed
me how to replace the whole assembly. This step by step procedure was clear and precise and
had changes out the headlights in less then an hour. Easy replacement. These headlights
arrived intact and packaged nicely! They were easy to replace and came with the bulbs. I wanted
to give a 5 but unfortunately the turn signal bulb burned out a week later so gave it a 4 rating.
They look very nice and bright and would still recommend. Great product! Got these installed
and they are great! I would recommend these to others! Thanks for a great product! Works
Great. These lights appear and installed no differently than original equipment. Bright lights.
Just love the clean fresh look of the lights and they are wayyyyyyy brighter than my old ones.
Love this site! Early criticism, retraction. I ordered a set of lights from 1A auto about weeks ago
put them on and the insides of the lamps fogged up the first night I use them, but upon further
use the lights are just fine and are working well. What a relief, I am so glad. Thanks 1Aauto, and
I will be ordering more products from you. Great product, fast shipping and service was great.
The products fits as advertised, I will recommend 1aauto to anyone that needs quality car parts.
Just like factory at half the cost. Work gr8 easy install perfect fit. Headlights work great! They
came in from ups and the packing was perfect and not a scratch on em had a protective cover
and they plugged right in and worked great not a single problem thanks 1a auto!!! Look great
and all the parts are included. I was able to replace my old foggy headlights with these new
ones that included the housing and bulbs. The tutorial video at 1Aauto. As good as OEM. For
me the installation was simple and to the point the parts had all new hardware which made it a
breeze with all the parts matching up this is something that is all ways the case so I was
satisfied I give it a 2 thumbs up. Altima replacement headlights. I purchased a set of
replacement headlights from 1aauto. I received the headlight assemblies in good order and was
able to install them using the great instructions in a 1aauto video. The install went well and they
perform excellently. Very happy with my purchase and I recommend 1aauto. Does a1auto or the
manufacturer offer any guarantee for fitment on Alitma 2. Peter L. They do. Returns are not a
problem. Juan N. They fit my altima 2. Hugo S. I do not recall a guarantee but they fit exact. They
were brand new. I hope this helps. Rhonda M. Yea I bought pair here and took it to the shop to
get replaced. Tamaira Y. Does a1auto or the manufacturer offer warranty against leaking or
condensing inside lens? Hello, This item carries a lifetime warranty against manufacturing
defects. Emma F. Do they fit maxima 3. Daniel F. These will not fit the Maxima, only the Altima.
The correct set will depend on which type you have from the factory, as both were offered.
Thank you for the inquiry and please let us know if you have any questions! Andra M. I have a
nissan altima sl 2. Freida W. Thank you for your inquiry. These will be the correct fit for that
vehicle as long as it had halogen headlights from the factory. Please let us know if you have any
further questions. Anthony C. Do these headlight units come pre aimed, or do you have to aim
them once installed? Mike M. While you might not have to aim them, they are not "pre-aimed.
Tim K. Call Now Customer service. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct
fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support
Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here
to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year,
make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy.
Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding,
select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year If your option isn't listed search Headlight
Assemblies. There are 6 choices for the Nissan Altima Headlight!!! Choose Your Option. We
offer an industry leading 1-year warranty on every part type we sell. All of our engines and
transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims
on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer defects in the pistons, heads, block,
crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional parts and accessories may be attached
upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors, switches, cables, electronics, belts,
hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused through overheating or improper
lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please
allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can ship anywhere in the 48
contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old part or engine. The more

local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically takes us approximately
business days to process a credit back to your account and business days for the credit to
appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior authorization. Terms :
All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless caused by our error or
cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior authorization from the
Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that we receive the original
auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original auto part must be
returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the original and the
replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these auto parts are
not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the replacement part, the
buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the original auto part minus the
initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping back of the original part,
please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open Monday-Friday pm EST Or
email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine, transmission, axle, etc. They
will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are not guaranteed include but
not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball joints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables,
sensors and other applicable items depending on the part. If they are not serviceable, such as a
pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The purchased item may need to be repainted,
refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match. Technical Questions? Contact the
webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select
Part Select Make Select Model Select Year Headlight for Nissan Altima Attention! Filters 61
Items. Price Mileage Nearby. Description Warranty Shipping Returns. This is an original used
OEM Headlight, Driver Side that's guaranteed to fit a Nissan Altima with the applicable vehicle
manufacturer's specifications. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the COVID pandemic, your order
may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few working days for your order to
arrive. More Details Less Details. This is an original used OEM Headlight, Passenger Side that's
guaranteed to fit a Nissan Altima with the applicable vehicle manufacturer's specifications.
Update Your Location. Manufactured from top quality components, this is your best option and
inexpensive replacement for your rebuild, repair, and maintenance needs - an OE replacement
product for your damaged or aged factory part. Replacement - the most affordable brand name
for replacement parts th We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Headlight part. Recommended Use. Light Source. Quantity Sold.
Product Fit. Shop Nissan Altima Headlight. Showing 1 - 15 of 18 results. Display item:. Sort by:.
Part Number: N Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: A1R Page 1 of 2
Showing 1 - 15 of 18 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. ReplaceXL - the
most affordable brand name for replacement parts that Feb 09, Perfect Product. Dawn L.
Purchased
parts for volvo s80
loncin 125cc wiring diagram
2004 f350 wiring diagram
on Jan 30, Feb 08, Works great. Great price. James Flowers. Purchased on Dec 28, Show More.
Helpful Automotive Resources. How to Avoid the Glare from Oncoming Headlights Fortunately,
there are things you can do before heading out to reduce glare. There are also some driving
habits you can develop to try to minimize the effects of glare on your eyes. Check out these
tips. Driving with your headlights on at night is crucial to ensure the safety of not only you and
your passengers, but also the pedestrians and drivers around you. What are the Different Types
of Headlights? They are an improved version of the sealed-beam incandescent lights used in
older vehicles. For , all the mentioned models will. Why are My Headlights Flickering? If your
headlight keeps going out while driving, here are the most common reasons why: Failing Bulb.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

